NAPATECH AND CREDOCOM CREATE
JOINT SOLUTION FOR PALO ALTO FIREWALLS
COPENHAGEN, Denmark, Oct. 12, 2017 – Napatech announced today a joint solution with
Credocom that uses Napatech’s Pandion network recorder to enable customers who use Palo
Alto Networks’ firewall to see detailed information on security incidents. Ponemon Research found
the average enterprise security team will see about 2500 security incidents per day, but they can
only investigate about four percent of them. Clearly, organizations need greater visibility into their
network security.
Click to Tweet:
.@Napatech and Credocom Create Joint Security Visibility Solution for @PaloAltoNtwks firewalls:
http://tiny.cc/tm86ny #cybersecurity
By leveraging the Palo Alto “log-link” integration concept, Credocom created a customized, oneclick solution that can extract the relevant file from the detailed packet data captured and stored
by the Napatech Pandion network recorder solution. Palo Alto firewall users can now drill down
into the details of a specific security event quickly, easily and intuitively.
•

Real-time, 100 percent packet capture: The Pandion recorder captures and writes all 		
network data to disk at speeds from 10 to 40 Gbps without losing a single bit. The amount of 		
storage can be extended to match retention time requirements in a scalable, flexible way.

•

Greater detection: This joint solution saves valuable time and scarce professional resources 		
so more security events can be examined and analyzed, leading ultimately to more threats and
breaches being detected.

•

Real-time forensic analysis: The solution provides greater context and depth, enabling a 		
more accurate forensic analysis and faster detection and containment of breaches.

Peter Ekner, CTO, Napatech, said:
“The average cost of a data breach is now $4 million, so effective and fast network security is
more important to enterprises than ever. This joint solution gives users the speed and accuracy
they need to separate the wheat from the chaff and focus on the security incidents that present a
legitimate threat. We’re glad to be part of a custom solution that offers enterprises greater visibility
into their network environment.”
Thomas S. Groenne, CEO, Credocom, said:
“Next-generation firewalls from Palo Alto Networks are in the core of most of our customers’
infrastructure and most forensic and analysis activities are based on traffic flowing through these.
By introducing the Pandion recorder to the infrastructure, which effectively integrates with Palo
Alto Networks firewalls, we can offer our customers better and faster incident response
capabilities. They will be able to “go back in time” to see exactly what happened, and they will be
able to do it directly from the firewall interface they know and understand.”

ABOUT NAPATECH

Napatech helps companies to reimagine their business by bringing hyperscale computing benefits
to IT organizations of every size. We enhance open and standard virtualized servers to boost
innovation and release valuable computing resources that improve services and increase revenue.
Our Reconfigurable Computing Platform™ is based on a broad set of FPGA software for leading IT
compute, network and security applications that are supported on a wide array of FPGA hardware
designs. Additional information is available at www.napatech.com
NO FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

This press release may contain forward-looking statements which are only predictions and may
differ materially from actual future events or results due to a variety of factors, including but not
limited to, business conditions, trends in the industry and markets, global economic and
geopolitical conditions, macro-economic factors, and other risks and uncertainties set forth in
Napatech’s reports. The matter discussed in this release is based on current expectations and
maybe subject to change. Napatech will not necessarily update this information.
For details, visit us at www.napatech.com
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